### Scenario C - Proposed Attendance Areas

**3Roots Housing Assigned to Jonas Salk and Mason; Changes to Jonas Salk, Mason, and Walker**

**Proposed New Elementary Boundaries**
- Jonas Salk
- Mason
- Walker

**Proposed New Middle Boundaries**
- 3Roots Development (Years Expected)

---

**Map 3**

### Jonas Salk

- The current Jonas Salk attendance area has 655 TK-5th residents.
- Proposed changes are:
  1. Reassign an area currently containing 155 TK-5th and 73 6th-8th students from Jonas Salk/Challenger to Mason/Wangenheim.
  2. Add potentially 145 TK-5th and 50 6th-8th students from 3Roots development to Jonas Salk and Challenger.

### Mason

- The current Mason attendance area has 643 TK-5th residents.
- Proposed changes are:
  1. Reassign an area currently containing 155 TK-5th and 73 6th-8th students from Jonas Salk/Challenger to Mason/Wangenheim.
  2. Add potentially 145 TK-5th and 50 6th-8th students from 3Roots development to Jonas Salk and Challenger.

### Walker

- The current Walker attendance area has 475 TK-5th residents. The proposed change will add an area currently containing 81 TK-5th students to Walker from Mason.

---

Assign the majority of 3Roots to Jonas Salk and Challenger: 1,487 planned units (2021-2024) with MINIMUM potential student generation of TK-5th: 145 6th-8th: 50 9th-12th: 60

Assign the southern portion of 3Roots to Mason and Wangenheim: 333 planned units (2022-2024) with MINIMUM potential student generation of TK-5th: 20 6th-8th: 5 9th-12th: 9

---
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